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Reference is made to New York letter (FD-122a), dated 8/17/65.

Enclosed herewith are the original and six copies of an LHM dated and captioned as above concerning the subject's travel to Denmark in August, 1965.

Sources set forth in LHM are as follows:

First Source: NY 2517-S
Second Source: NY 3868-S
Third Source: Postal Inspector's Office, GPO, NYC. (Concealed in view of position)

Enclosed LHM has been classified "Confidential" because it contains information from the above valuable sources of the FBI. It is felt the unauthorized disclosure of the information attributed to these sources could compromise them and thus be injurious to the National Defense.

It is desired that the Bureau request Legat, London to confirm subject's current residence and employment in Denmark.

Any additional information received by the NVO re subject's foreign travel will be promptly furnished to the Bureau.
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